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                          Suitcase Spanish   	

A Rainy Night in Georgia...late 1960s.  I had returned to my family home in the 
Deep South after 2 1/2 years of language study in Europe.  It was one of those 
rainy winters in Georgia.  After 2 previous years suffering bad weather in Europe, 
I longed for the sun and the then unknown to me, Caribbean. 	

It occurred to me that I should winter in Yucatan. The urge to explore another 
country and the desire to pursue a career in Import & Export plus the continued 
dreary weather convinced me to go and try it.  I was young AND foolish.   

So, I packed a suitcase & headed out. As a language major, I was fluent in French, 
German with years of Latin and Origins of Modern Language courses behind me.  For 
some reason I overlooked the fact that I was not fluent in Spanish!  

Loving the weather but not enjoying (or being able to afford) an idle life, I 
discovered a world of opportunity. The markets of Yucatan unfolded to me, 
discovering the wonders of textiles beautifully made in styles and fabrics unknown 
to the U.S. at that time. I was hooked!   

However, not speaking Spanish made me feel deprived, lazy, lonely and not in a 
strong position to do business.  It was imperative to speak Spanish!  Fast!!! 

What happened was quite miraculous. We’ll share these rules/ideas/words that 
allowed me to communicate…not in an erroneous, clumsy way but in the way of a 
scholar-an honorable, gracious person respecting others & language. 

Fluency in a language as the Goethe Institut (the respected language school) 
defines it as 1200 words.  Because I had studied for those years under this 
powerful learning system, I knew of its accuracy.  As I struggled to teach myself 
Spanish, my first thoughts were "How quickly can I know 1200 words?"  Well, a lot 
quicker than you can imagine!  Modern languages (French, Spanish, Italian, 
English) are based on Latin, with the same roots.  If I knew a word in French or 
English, perhaps there would be a similar word in Spanish. This led to a number of 
"rules" on how to automatically convert English words to Spanish. 

My great hope was there might be a couple of hundred words that are more or 
less the same in both languages...but lo and behold, you'll see that there are 
actually 4005 words!  (These I painstakingly selected. I went joyfully through 
every word in the largest Spanish dictionary and decided whether its English 
counterpart was familiar & suitable & if so, added it to my list.) I joyfully made 
this incredibly long list to help all others gain fluency!   
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Fluency by Association 

Let's remember that 1200 words are fluency in a language! 

How does it feel to realize that right now, we already know 4005 words in 
Spanish?   

Back then, I thought...I need to know how to pronounce these words and I 
need to know how to recognize more and more and that's about it...but 
whoa!   

How about speaking in whole sentences?  How about conjugation of verbs?  
How about the dreaded derivation of sentences?  How about sounding 
gracious and honorable? 

I must learn instantly. I must speak now. I must communicate. I sought to 
communicate…while honoring the language. Could this possibly be? 

Well, of course it could.  And it did. 

Years later, I was fortunate enough to be chosen for Dr. Georgi Lozanov's 
(the Bulgarian Master) SuperLearning Course and became a certified teacher 
in this stress free, remarkable system.  But that's another story, which we 
will discuss later.  For now, just remember I was on a very short string and 
desperately wanted and needed to speak Spanish...so what follows is exactly 
what happened. 

It is my most humble pleasure to offer the following easy system so that you, 
too, may seek your own adventures and enjoy one of the great pleasures in 
life- communication!	

Let's concentrate on our first goal with a language...to COMMUNICATE. 

Let's begin naturally, without stress, enjoying the fluency and the ease of 
language.	

And each of us let’s accept the 4005 words that we already know.  

Spanish is no longer a stranger to us!	

Now, that's instant learning! 

Suitcase Spanish allows us to learn, pack up, go and enjoy! 

                                          Quantum Learning/Super Learning 
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Super Living 
 

There are two ways to live your life. 
One is though nothing is a miracle. 

The other is as though everything is a miracle. 
Albert Einstein 

 
 

Whatever we're doing, holistic learning methods try to insure that we're neither half-witted 
nor disembodied. The point is to keep the left brain, the body and the right brain from 
working against each other and hamstringing our abilities.  
Learning should allow these three to work together to enable us to use the full power of our 
being. 
  
What happens when we do get ourselves together is the difference between learning 
and superlearning. As many people find, there is a quantum jump in ability. 
Compared to the way most people in the world are just grinding along, this 
approach is literally superlearning/superliving. 
  
It might help to think of an orchestra: brass, percussion, strings. When the horns 
are featured, the drums and violins don't try to pound and saw against them. Nor 
do they go rambling off on their own. They play in concert. Logical mind, body, 
creative mind...we might be focusing with one, but because we are a whole person 
the other parts are there, and are in resonance. They can create disharmony, or 
they can play in concert. Usually in the efforts to learn and live life, we've 
separated ourselves into pieces. 
  
We might say that Superlearning works to put Humpty Dumpty back together 
again so he can see just what he can become.  
 
Superlearning (as it came to be called) had its origins in Bulgaria. In the mid1960s, 
hundreds of professional people gathered in Sofia to take part in an experiment. 
Most thought it was a waste of time. No one offered much hope.  
 
Then they began. The teacher started reading foreign phrases in different 
intonations....with classical music in the background. The group of men and women 
leaned back, closed their eyes, embarking on developing hypermnesia, super 
memory. The teacher kept reciting....sometimes businesslike, sometimes soft, 
sometimes whispering then unexpectedly hard and commanding.  
Shadows began to darken; it was sunset, yet the teacher continued on, repeating 
in a special rhythm. Finally she stopped.  
 
Then everyone was tested. The class was not keyed up, anxieties had been 
smoothed, kinks relaxed. But no one really had any hopes for decent test scores. 
Once the scores were in, the teacher announced "Class average is 97%. 
Congratulations! You learned over 1000 words in one day!"  
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Tapping the Reserves of the Mind 
 

Let’s remember that the human ability to learn and remember is virtually limitless. Dr. 
Georgi Lozanov, the Bulgarian master of education, called this "tapping the reserves of the 
mind".  
 
From this background in the 1960s, the entire USSR began to flourish. Thousands learned 
languages in 24 days. Skiers returned home from Switzerland and the Olympics with the 
Gold and Silver Medals. Bulgarian children came home from their ordinary schools in their 
ordinary streets learning in one month that which previously required one year.  
 
Superlearning methods always see us whole, in the round. They have something else in 
common that's hard to explain because they are not straightforward. When we begin to 
operate more as a whole, seemingly inexplicable things can happen.  
 
A woman studying a foreign language suddenly finds her sinus trouble has disappeared. A 
man learning chemistry realizes his intuition has accelerated. An athlete doing body-
training techniques finds his concentration improved in mathematics. As obstructive 
divisions dissolve, all areas of the person can be strengthened. It's similar to light striking 
one facet of a crystal; soon it then lights up another and another and another and 
another….  
This ricochet effect rearranged the life of Dr. Georgi Lozanov, a Bulgarian doctor and 
psychiatrist, who didn't start out to be an educator. He set out to study the nature of man, 
of the human being in all its potential. He concluded that we are only using a fraction of our 
capabilities. Lozanov devised ways to open the reserves of the mind and, as a doctor, put 
them to work to improve the body, to heal mental and physical disease. But in investigating 
what the whole human being can do, he couldn't help being drawn into creative and 
intuitive areas. Then still investigating almost by necessity, he became the leading 
parapsychologist in the Russian Empire. He realized that with these techniques, the 
average person could develop Super Memory, could learn factual information with unheard 
of ease.  
 
It might seem paradoxical that Lozanov became world famous for developing a system of 
factual learning...the path he first took seemed to lead away from the typical Western 
emphasis on factual thinking. But paradoxical is a left brain word. It is paradoxical to the 
local mind...but from the more encompassing holistic point of view-it figures in perfectly!  
 
I was pursuing my lifelong career in publishing. I had been a professional, published writer 
since I was 24 years old. Part of my success was due to being open minded and always 
rooted in research. In the early 1970s, I read with a great deal of interest an astounding 
book, Psychic Discoveries behind the Iron Curtain. This was written during the Cold War 
and contained extremely interesting information.  
 
For some reason, I couldn’t quite put it out of my mind. When the follow up book by 
Ostrander and Schroeder, Super Learning, was published in the mid 70s, my attention was 
riveted.  
 
I had been a language major and had a long and deep interest in language, the roots of 
languages as well as origins of language. After years of Latin and French, I found myself in 
Europe in my early 20s once again studying.  
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The accomplishment of German in the Institutes in Europe was extremely painful and 
stressful. Although I did obtain bountiful mastery as well as even dreamed in German after 
over 2 years there, I felt exhausted and depleted. I should have been excited, thrilled and 
happy.  
 
So, you can see when I studied the book Super Learning I was totally taken with this idea 
of stress free learning and couldn’t agree more over Dr. Lozanov’s comment:  
 

“Many of us are the victims of methods of education.” 
 

After a few weeks of exploration into these theories, I called Washington to speak with Dr. 
Carl Schleicher, head of Super Learning in the US and sponsor of Dr. Lozanov. I explained 
my deep interest. He asked for me to send him my resume. I didn’t.  
 
He called again a few weeks later and asked again. Once again knowing that I could not 
qualify as a worldwide expert, I didn’t follow through.  Finally, he called and said that 12 
people would be chosen to meet and to be taught this method of Super Learning and he 
had suggested that I be one of them. Still, I did not follow through.  
 
Then, he spoke with my office in Naples and asked for my schedule for the months of the 
upcoming summer. He was told that I usually took off the entire summer and probably 
would do so that year. 
  
A week later, Dr. Schleicher telephoned from Washington and told me that I was to 
represent the United States and was expected to participate in Dr. Lozanov’s class!  
 
The class and the teachings were extraordinary. We had the head of the Buddhist Monks, 
the Cultural Minister of Russia, the head of the radionics masters from Zurich, and a 
number of equally fascinating people. And then there was me!  
After being chosen to take part and to be licensed in these techniques in 1976, my life was 
changed forever. Spending weeks with 11 others from all over the world was a remarkable 
experience. Having the benefit of the understanding and experience of Dr. Georgi Lozanov, 
the energy and drive of Dr. Carl Schleicher and the devotion to language of who was to 
come my best friend, Parisian Simone Bedard (whose father was the Ambassador from 
France) gave me the root, the basis, the knowledge and the joy of these powerful 
techniques.  
 
Over 32 years ago, I was transformed forever and have never looked back.  
In a sense, super learning adds by taking away by deleting negative suggestions, 
limiting ideas, fear images, and self-blame. It is not so much that super learning 
gives us something new...it gives us something we already have...ourselves!  
This joy of learning and a feeling of harmony riding along on the full wave of one's 
being are some of the benefits. Super learning is the ability to learn and remember 
increased five to 50 times.  

 
                              The Roots of Super Memory 
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Lozanov uncovered some fascinating lore about the origins of super memory. He felt that 
the "how to" of this extraordinary super memory had been handed down from leader to 
leader in ancient times. "Yogis needed hypermnesia. They did nothing but memorize all the 
sacred writings so that whatever happened, if all books and recorded knowledge 
disappeared, as long as even one yogi lived, he would be able to restore all the lost 
knowledge from memory."  
 
Dr. Lozanov went to live with the Maoris in New Zealand as well as with the Yogis in India. 
He found that all were trained in the same super memory methods. The Maori Chief, 
Kaumatana, could recite the entire history of his tribe covering 45 generations and over 
one thousand years in 3 days without any notes.  
 
Lozanov had practiced Raja Yoga for 20 years, but he realized that Bulgarians could not 
utilize all the exercises of those Yogi masters. What he developed was his own techniques 
for learning from the ancient ones.  
 
But what he wanted is that everyday people could have the qualities of photographic super 
memory, instant calculations, extraordinary mental activities, pain control along with a 
whole range of paranormal abilities.  
But as a scientist and a doctor, He knew that he must have a scientific basis in order to 
succeed in helping his people, the Bulgarians.  
 
Lozanov did find scientific basis for these claims. For decades he studied people with 
extraordinary abilities and brought hosts of yogis into physiology labs scrutinizing their 
training methods and results. After years of experiments, he concluded that the basis of 
super memory and supernormal yogic powers could be termed suggestion. However, he 
emphasized many things most of us aren't used to thinking of as suggestion: rhythm, 
breathing, music and meditative states.  
 
In 1965, a 50-year-old gym teacher asked Lozanov to instruct him in these techniques so 
he could undergo major surgery without any anesthetics. The surgery was televised and 
became graphic evidence to the International Medical Congress in Rome in September 
1967. Lozanov and attending doctors hastened to clarify that this was not hypnosis but 
simply a form of voluntary control.  
 
Lozanov speculated if one could have painless surgery and painless childbirth, 
then why couldn't one have the painless birth of knowledge? He concluded that if 
techniques from Raja Yoga took pain away, why not use them to take the pain out 
of learning?  
 
"Para-psychological phenomena can be applied in pedagogy," Lozanov announced to the 
Bulgarian Evening News in 1964. What might have sounded astounding to the Western 
world did not come as much of a surprise in a culture as ancient and steeped in hermetic 
tradition as Bulgaria. That there is a psychic side of the mind was accepted as a matter of 
course.  
 
"It was just a natural part of our lives", said one Bulgarian educator. "We have done 
awareness exercises and meditations everyday from childhood, just as a matter of course." 

           
          This acceptance of Bulgarian culture gave people the permission to allow special abilities to                  

come into play. Most people need an environment and permission to use their natural 
powers. 
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After researching Raja Yoga, Lozanov experimented for years, accumulating a jigsaw puzzle 
of methods to fit together in a holistic new way to learn.  
 
The system would enhance the whole personality.  
 
It would feature learning without stress.  
 
It would be a teaching method that would not bring on illness but help to eliminate it.  
 
From all the evidence, people seemed to be able to reach super memory and learn much, 
much faster when they were in a slowed-down but fully conscious physical state. Those 
born with supernormal abilities seemed to switch into this relaxed state when they worked 
their wonders. As body rhythms calmed, the mind grew more effective.  
 
But how could one reach this state without being in a trance or being a Yogi? Dr. Lozanov 
then utilized the Bulgarian health music therapy for patients with heart trouble or 
hypertension. They were treated with rhythmic clicks beating at 40-60 seconds a minute, 
which was found to slow down the body and mind rhythms.  
To strengthen memory, Lozanov used music. He started with slow movements of classical 
Baroque music, music that has a steady beat of one per second, 60 beats per minute. 
Music rather than hypnosis or sleep would calm the body, so that the mind could begin 
reaching its potentials.  

                        Signals from the Second Level 
 
Once people are in a calm state, what would be the best way to have them receive 
information they wanted to absorb and remember? Raja Yoga offered the answer: 
Rhythmic Presentation.  
 
As Lozanov predicted, the super memory sessions seemed to enhance awareness generally. 
Lozanov called this Signals from the second level. To handle this part of the teaching 
method, he created a positive, authoritative, supportive atmosphere. 
  
It was found in the early 60s through these methods that a person's recall and memory 
could be improved by more than 50%. It worked for young and old, brilliant or retarded, 
educated or uneducated. And on top of it all, the method appeared to improve health and 
cure stress-related illnesses. In 1966, the Bulgarian Ministry of Education founded the 
Center with classes taught in education, medicine, engineering and continued on 
researching rapid learning and super memory. 
  
Class graduates were brought back for further tests. How much did they forget? Did the 
health benefits last? 
  
Not only had they learned much faster, but also they didn't forget. Six months later 
retention was still at 88%. Twenty two months later for those without any use of the new 
language, retention was still 57%. People of all ages and all walks of life came to evening 
courses at the institute after full workdays. They arrived tired and full of headaches. The 
meditative sessions allowed them to leave feeling great, refreshed and invigorated. 
Monitoring equipment revealed that during the concert sessions students' bodies showed a 
pattern similar to certain kinds of meditation to refresh and restore the body. Body 
processes slowed down to a healthful, optimum level. Brain waves slowed to the refreshing 
alpha levels.  
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We can comment here that the world's largest language school, Berlitz, says that learning 
200 words after 30 hours of intensive "immersion" learning is considered successful. 
Unfortunately, the forgetting rate was almost as rapid.  
 
With the Bulgarian method, 500 words a day was just "Mach 1". By 1966, groups learned 
1,000 words a day and by 1974, a rate of 1800 was charted. In 1977, Lozanov reported 
that tests showed some people capable of absorbing 3000 words per day.    
 

                               Fusion of Energies 
 
"Genius doesn't belong to the special few, but to everyone", is the view of Pandit Gopi 
Krishna. He was the one who prompted scientists to look into the yoga techniques that 
supposedly fuse the energies of body and mind. "From fusion comes light. The whole 
person lights up, becoming what we call a genius and a spiritually developed person." This 
potent act of getting ourselves together, he thought would be the next evolutionary jump 
of humankind.  
 
Lozanov found a way for each of us to "have our cake and eat it too".  
                        
                     We can be relaxed and mentally alert at the same time. 
  
The good feelings of relaxed alertness brought on by music are one reason our minds begin 
to light up and click along with new power in superlearning. Our body is using its energies 
more efficiently. This also helps explain the seemingly strange phenomenon of relief from 
health problems while learning. 
  
Genuine relaxation is a state of expanded consciousness, very different from the "tunnel 
vision" of hypnosis. 
  

The Beat of Memory 
 
Yogi Ramacharaka distills the core of yoga principles in The Science of Breath. Rhythm is 
said to bring the whole system including the brain, under perfect control and in perfect 
harmony. By this means, the most perfect condition is obtained for the enfoldment of latent 
faculties.  
 
Dr. Lozanov was the master of rhythm and learning. Years of research was conducted by 
him to find the precise level of learning. Lozanov discovered that a continuous, monotonous 
rhythm of around 10 seconds opened up the mind's ability to remember. Could this be the 
beat of memory? 
  
Ten years of brain-wave activity by the Tokyo researcher, Dr. Norio Owaki, was based on 
certain kinds of sound patterns that can induce alpha brain waves.  
 
That certain sound patterns can affect consciousness is no surprise to students of music 
lore. A specific story was told about Bach. Count Kayserling employed Johann Goldberg, a 
musician to play on the harpsichord a composition written for the Count by Johann 
Sebastian Bach. This was music for insomnia, for feeling rested and less tense.  
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Kayserling was so pleased with the curative effects of this music that he rewarded Bach 
with lavish gifts of gold. The composition came to be known as "The Goldberg Variations". 
Music history tells us that Bach designed his music to appeal to the mind. With this music, 
the body relaxed and yet the mind became alert. 
  
Music has been used for centuries to induce states...babies being lullabyed to sleep, sea 
chanteys and farming songs to ease workers while laboring. Eastern mystics and South 
American shaman have used music to carry them to unusual states of consciousness.  
Lozanov begin studying Bach and other composers of the 16th to the 18th centuries written 
in the same musical tradition and found that they had similar effects.  
 
This music-Bach, Vivaldi, Telemann, Corelli, Handel - is called Baroque. It was the slow 
(largo) movements of the Baroque concertos that were tested. In the slow movements, we 
find a potent, familiar rhythm ...60 beats per minute. This Baroque music has a very slow 
bass, beating like a slow human pulse.  
 
Our body relaxes and our mind becomes alert in these simple forms of beats. Even Soviet 
psychologist, I.K. Platonov, found it was possible to just use a metronome beating at 60 to 
enable the mind to take in and hold more strongly. 
  
The effect of music in super learning is to give a "sonic massage" eliminating the stress of 
hard mental work. To be effective, the music must fix the focus of attention inwardly 
instead of outwardly. The reverie state is highly orderly because of the highly structured 
nature of the music. Throughout the exercise, the listener is always in complete control, 
super alert, lucid and aware of everything going on.  
 
When we change our state of mind, we are changing the vibrations being emitted, and 
these changed vibrations in turn can affect everything around from plants to water to 
people.  
 
Eastern philosophers say this energy is at the basis of life. It is the nourishing force of 
genius and superb performance.  
 
All agree that this energy can be "charged up" or heightened through breathing, rhythm, 
and sound. Superlearning does is to use breathing, rhythm and sound to spark super 
memory and superlearning abilities. If you have genius longings, it might be very 
rewarding to utilize all the things that could enhance this other energy.  
 

                     Music as the Bridge to Awareness 
 
When the reports of the effects of music poured out of Bulgaria, the results were not only 
expanded awareness and better memory but also a whole repertoire of health benefits. 
Those who used the techniques felt refreshed, energetic, centered. Tension and stress 
disappeared. Headaches and pain left. The physiological graphs printed out proof...lowered 
blood pressure, lowered muscle tension, slower pulse. What was the "secret" ingredient? 
  
When a note of one piano is sounded in a hall full of pianos, the same note will resonate on 
the other instruments demonstrating the power of the single note to fill the entire hall. In 
the same way, the ancients believed that playing certain harmonies and combinations of 
notes would resonate with the other elements in the universe tuned to the same scale. 
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Through this resonance, we could, at will, have our "single notes" increased in power. Thus 
we can harmonize and heal ourselves and "tune in" to the energies of the planet to open 
our natural powers. 
  
The ancient schools of music believed that music was the bridge linking all things. Following 
the ideas of Pythagoras, they built a "sacred canon" of these specific harmonies, intervals 
and proportions into their music LINKING sounds.  
 
Music would be the bridge to the cosmos, opening mind and body to higher powers and 
amplifying awareness. Through music, microcosm and macrocosm could be connected.  
 
These ideas were handed down to the composers of Baroque music. Musicians in those eras 
were trained and used these particular numbers and patterns for harmony, counterpoint, 
rhythm and tempo. This "mathematical" Baroque music was to affect us by aligning, 
harmonizing and synchronizing our minds and bodies to more harmonious patterns. What a 
conspiracy for the world!  

                                               Joy in Learning 

 
The unobstructed personality: a personality sprung from old limitations, enjoying the free 
flow of energies, a personality able to unfold more of itself in the everyday sun-this is the 
overall goal of superlearning.  
 
Superlearning systems aim at the painless birth of knowledge, free of tension, worry and 
boredom. Superlearning IS a stress-free pleasure. Superlearning can help us have 
photographic super memory, instant calculations, extraordinary mental activities, pain 
control and a whole range of paranormal abilities. 
  
It is my humble pleasure to assist you, to encourage you and to help you find delight in 
and through the use of Super Learning. Let’s allow the joy of learning, clear thinking, 
bountiful health, boundless creativity and the charm of communication in many languages. 
 
Copyright, May 2005  
Merri M. Scott 

 

 

                      

           

              Foundation of the Brain Waves 

The following is an excerpt from USA Today: 
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Around 2030 or so, the computer on your desk might be filled with liquid instead of 
transistors and chips. It would be a quantum computer.  It wouldn’t operate on 
anything so mundane as physical laws. It would employ quantum mechanics, which 
quickly gets into things such as teleportation and alternate universes and is, by all 
accounts, the weirdest stuff known to man. 

This quantum computer would be a data rocket.  It probably would do calculations a 
good 1 billion times faster than a Pentium III PC. It would be able to search the 
entire Internet – imagine how much will be on the Net in 2030 – in a blink, and could 
break any cryptographic security code ever invented, no doubt making the CIA very, 
very nervous. 

Sound like science fiction?  It’s not.  Over the past year, quantum computers have 
become a serious contender for What Comes Next – after Moore’s Law takes the 
current architecture of transistors mounted on microprocessors as far as it can go in 
increasing processing power. 

Labs at places like the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Oxford University 
are pumping up quantum computer projects.  Companies such as IBM and Hewlett-
Packard are leaping in.  The federal government, which is both worried about and 
intrigued by quantum computing, has set up one of the most well-funded quantum 
computing labs at Los Alamos National Laboratory. 

Quantum Basics 

For a non-scientist, understanding how quantum computing works is darn near 
impossible.  But the basics are worth taking a stab at. 

Quantum computing’s starting point came when physicists realized that atoms are 
naturally tiny little calculators.  “Nature knows how to compute,” says MIT’s Neil 
Gershenfeld, who with IBM’s Isaac Chuang built the most successful quantum 
computer yet.  “We just didn’t know how to ask the right questions.” 

Atoms have a natural spin or orientation, in the way a needle on a compass has an 
orientation.  The spin can either be up or down. That coincides nicely with digital 
technology, which represents everything by a series of 1s and 0s.  With an atom, a 
spin pointing up can be 1; down can be 0.  Flipping the spin up or down could be like 
flipping the switch on and off (or between 1 and 0) on a tiny transistor.   

So far so good.  But here’s one of the weird parts, which also is the source of 
quantum computing’s great power.  An atom, which is not visible to the naked eye, 
can be both up and down at the same time until you measure it.  The act of 
measuring it – whether using instruments or a power microscope – forces it to 
choose between up or down. 

A Different Kind of Spin 
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Another aspect of quantum mechanics could prove important to computing.  It’s 
called entanglement. An outside force acting on two atoms can cause them to 
become entangled,  Wherever they are in the universe – even light-years apart – 
they wills stay entangled.  Their spins are in all positions at once.  But the instant 
one entangled particle is observed, its spin goes one way.  At that same instant, the 
spin of the other particle, or atom, locks in the opposite way. 

In as sense, it’s communication.  If you see an entangled particle lock in an up 
position on this end, you know it is down on the other end.  And since it happens 
instantaneously, it seems to defy laws about the speed of light.  In fact, theories 
about entanglement have led scientist to believe there are ways, however 
improbable to do Start Trek-style teleportation. 

 

Quotes from USA TODAY Quantum Computers by Kevin Maney 
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What is the Function of the Brainwaves?	

  

 

From the Scientific American: 

Ned Herrmann is an educator who has developed models of brain activity and 
integrated them into teaching and management training. Before founding the 
Ned Herrmann Group in 1980, he headed management education at General 
Electric, where he developed many of his ideas. Here is his explanation. 	

 

It is well known that the brain is an electrochemical organ; researchers have 
speculated that a fully functioning brain can generate as much as 10 watts of 
electrical power. Other more conservative investigators calculate that if all 10 billion 
interconnected nerve cells discharged at one time that a single electrode placed on 
the human scalp would record something like five millionths to 50 millionths of a 
volt. If you had enough scalps hooked up you might be able to light a flashlight bulb.  

Even though this electrical power is very limited, it does occur in very specific ways 
that are characteristic of the human brain. Electrical activity emanating from the 
brain is displayed in the form of brainwaves. There are four categories of these 
brainwaves, ranging from the most activity to the least activity. When the brain is 
aroused and actively engaged in mental activities, it generates beta waves. These 
beta waves are of relatively low amplitude, and are the fastest of the four different 
brainwaves. The frequency of beta waves ranges from 15 to 40 cycles a second. Beta 
waves are characteristics of a strongly engaged mind. A person in active 
conversation would be in beta. A debater would be in high beta. A person making a 
speech, or a teacher, or a talk show host would all be in beta when they are engaged 
in their work.  
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The Brainwaves 

 

	

Image: Ned Herrmann, The Creative Brain	

 

The next brainwave category in order of frequency is alpha. Where beta represented 
arousal, alpha represents non-arousal. Alpha brainwaves are slower, and higher in 
amplitude. Their frequency ranges from 9 to 14 cycles per second. A person who has 
completed a task and sits down to rest is often in an alpha state. A person who takes 
time out to reflect or meditate is usually in an alpha state. A person who takes a 
break from a conference and walks in the garden is often in an alpha state.  

The next state, theta brainwaves, are typically of even greater amplitude and slower 
frequency. This frequency range is normally between 5 and 8 cycles a second. A 
person who has taken time off from a task and begins to daydream is often in a 
theta brainwave state. A person who is driving on a freeway, and discovers that they 
can't recall the last five miles, is often in a theta state--induced by the process of 
freeway driving. The repetitious nature of that form of driving compared to a country 
road would differentiate a theta state and a beta state in order to perform the driving 
task safely.  

Individuals who do a lot of freeway driving often get good ideas during those periods 
when they are in theta. Individuals who run outdoors often are in the state of mental 
relaxation that is slower than alpha and when in theta, they are prone to a flow of 
ideas. This can also occur in the shower or tub or even while shaving or brushing 
your hair. It is a state where tasks become so automatic that you can mentally 
disengage from them. The ideation that can take place during the theta state is often 
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free flow and occurs without censorship or guilt. It is typically a very positive mental 
state.  

The final brainwave state is delta. Here the brainwaves are of the greatest amplitude 
and slowest frequency. They typically center around a range of 1.5 to 4 cycles per 
second. They never go down to zero because that would mean that you were brain 
dead. But, deep dreamless sleep would take you down to the lowest frequency. 
Typically, 2 to 3 cycles a second.  

When we go to bed and read for a few minutes before attempting sleep, we are likely 
to be in low beta. When we put the book down, turn off the lights and close our eyes, 
our brainwaves will descend from beta, to alpha, to theta and finally, when we fall 
asleep, to delta.  

It is a well known fact that humans dream in 90 minute cycles. When the delta 
brainwave frequencies increase into the frequency of theta brainwaves, active 
dreaming takes place and often becomes more experiential to the person. Typically, 
when this occurs there is rapid eye movement, which is characteristic of active 
dreaming. This is called REM, and is a well known phenomenon.  

When an individual awakes from a deep sleep in preparation for getting up, their 
brainwave frequencies will increase through the different specific stages of brainwave 
activity. That is, they will increase from delta to theta and then to alpha and finally, 
when the alarm goes off, into beta. If that individual hits the snooze alarm button 
they will drop in frequency to a non-aroused state, or even into theta, or sometimes 
fall back to sleep in delta. During this awakening cycle it is possible for individuals to 
stay in the theta state for an extended period of say, five to 15 minutes--which 
would allow them to have a free flow of ideas about yesterday's events or to 
contemplate the activities of the forthcoming day. This time can be an extremely 
productive and can be a period of very meaningful and creative mental activity.  

In summary, there are four brainwave states that range from the high amplitude, 
low frequency delta to the low amplitude, high frequency beta. These brainwave 
states range from deep dreamless sleep to high arousal. The same four brainwave 
states are common to the human species. Men, women and children of all ages 
experience the same characteristic brainwaves. They are consistent across cultures 
and country boundaries.  

Research has shown that although one brainwave state may predominate at any 
given time, depending on the activity level of the individual, the remaining three 
brain states are present in the mix of brainwaves at all times. In other words, while 
somebody is an aroused state and exhibiting a beta brainwave pattern, there also 
exists in that person's brain a component of alpha, theta and delta, even though 
these may be present only at the trace level.  
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It has been my personal experience that knowledge of brainwave states enhances a 
person's ability to make use of the specialized characteristics of those states: these 
include being mentally productive across a wide range of activities, such as being 
intensely focused, relaxed, creative and in restful sleep.  

Scientific American, December 22, 1997 
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             Results of Super Memory	

Super Memory Concert                  Meditation(TM) Slow 

Slow Baroque Music during               Reciting a Mantra 	

Intense Mental Activity	

Alpha Waves up 6%                         Alpha Waves up 6%	

Beta Waves down 6%	

Theta Waves Unchanged                  Some Theta Increase	

Pulse:	

Pulse slows down average                Significant Decrease    
5 beats per minute                          5 beats per minute	

Blood Pressure:	

Drops slightly (4 divisions                Tendency to lower	

mercury column@ average)              with fluctuations	

Body Motility:	

Sitting comfortably/relaxed.             Sitting comfortably/relaxed.	

Awareness:	

Relaxed concentration                      Restful alertness	

 
 
*Electroencephalogram: (Alpha 7-13, Beta + 13, Theta 4-7 cycles)	

Data drawn from Suggestology, Dr. G. Lozanov and 
Consciousness East and West by K. Pelletier and C. Garfield. TM 
is one of the meditation methods scientifically researched in the 
West shown to relieve inner tensions, lower blood pressure, 
provide stress control, and improve physical and emotional 
health.	
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          Correlations between Spanish/English	

 

To facilitate learning and for ease in remembering, here are 17 simple English 
and Spanish correlations:	

#1:  Words ending in OR are exactly the same in English and Spanish.	

        Color. Conductor. con duc tor 	

        Stress the last syllable.	

#2:  Words ending in AL are exactly the same in English and Spanish.	

        Principal. Hospital. prin ci pal	

        Stress the last syllable.	

#3:  Words ending in BLE are identical in English and Spanish.	

        Visible.  Compatible.  Terrible.  Incredible.  Increible	

Stress next to the last syllable.  vi si ble	

#4:  Words ending in IC become O in Spanish.	

        Public – público.  Romantic- romántico.  	

Stress the accent. ro mán ti co	

#5:  Words ending in ENT or ANT: add E to many of these.	

       Elegant – elegante.  Excellent –excellente. Important-importante.  	

       Stress the next to the last syllable.      el e gan te	

#6:  Words ending in IST, add A.	

        Artist – artista.  Dentist - dentista.	

        Stress the next to the last syllable. ar tis ta	

#7:  Words ending in OUS become OSO.	

        Famous – famoso.  Generous - generoso. 	

       Stress the next to the last syllable.    fa mo so	
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#8:  Words ending in TION become Ción.	

												Description - descripción.	

      	Stress the last syllable. de scrip ción	

#9:  Words ending in SSION become Sión	

        Aggression - agresión.	

       Stress the last syllable. a gre sión	

#10: Words ending in TY become DAD.	

        Ability – abilidad.  Security - securidad.       	

       Stress the last syllable. a bil i dad	

#11: Words ending in RY become RIO.	

         Necessary – necesario. Dictionary - diccionario.    	

         Stress the next to the last syllable.   ne ce sar io	

#12: Words ending in EM or AM become A.	

         Program – programa.  Problem - problema, Emblem- emblema.	

         Stress next to the last syllable. pro gra ma	

#13: Words ending in E become CIA.	

         Distance – distancia.  Justice - justicia.	

         Stress the next to the last syllable. dis tan cia	

#14: Words ending in CY become CIA.	

          Agency – agencia.  Democracy - democracia. 	

         Stress the next to the last syllable. a gen cia	

#15: Words beginning in S followed by a consonant, start with an E.	

         Student – estudiante. Special - especial.  

         Stress second syllable. Es tu diante	

#16: Words ending in INE or IN become INA.	

          Sardine – sardina.  Medicine - medicina.      
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          Stress the next to the last syllable. Sar di na	

#17: Many Spanish verbs in their infinitive differ from the English verb only	

         in the matter of endings.	

 

													Declare – declarar. Adore – adorar.  Defender – Defender.  Use – usar. 	

        Stress the last syllable. u sar	

 
 	

                              Bonus Correlations	

Almost all 3 or 4 syllable words are the same or very, very similar in Spanish, 
French and English!	

This is one of the secrets of an instant vocabulary!	

This gives us a real bonus head start in learning.	

This also gives us a colorful vocabulary, a wide vocabulary and one that 
commands a presence!	

What fun!	

Now, we only need a few tools to easily use and integrate these words.	

They are:	

Rules of Pronunciation  

Avoidance of Conjugation  

Words as Connectors	
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                        Rules of Pronunciation	

 

           Because Spanish is a phonetic language (words are spelled just as they      
are pronounced). It is not difficult.	

 

Only “h” is always silent.	

 

 And “u” is silent under certain circumstances.	

 Consider how much harder English is with its weight, dough, cough, 

knight!  

Let’s note the letters below:	

  

                                                  Vowels	

 

                                         A, E, I, O, U, Y	

 

A  a as in father.	

E e as in pet or like a in day	

I i as ee in machine	

O  o as  o in no	

U u as oo in rule	

Y as ee in see	
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                                   Consonants	

                                (Every letter that's not a vowel.) 

 

c      pronounced as k in can before e and i as th in think	

ch    as ch in child	

g      before a,o,u as g in go	

        before e, i as kh in loch	

h      always silent	

j       as kh in loch	

ll      as y in yes	

ñ      as ni in canyon	

qu    as k in canyon	

r       trilled	

rr      strong trilled	

s       as s in sat	

v       as b in bat or between 2 vowels a sound between b and v	

z       as th in thing	

         as s in sat (Latin America)	

 

 

B, D, F, K, L, M, N, P, T:  Same as English	
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                                       Dipthongs 

                                                                  (Two Vowels Together)	

 

 

 

Ai:  ay  as i in life	

 

Au: ao  as ow in now	

 

Ei:  ey  as a in late	

 

Ia:  ya  as in yacht	

 

Ie:  ye   as in yell	

  

Io:  yo  as in yoke	

 

Ua: ue  as wa in wall	

 

Ui:   as wee in weed	

 

Uo: as uo in quota	
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                                Stressed Syllables 

 

 

#1: Words ending in Vowels:  (A,E,I,O,U)	

       Stress next to the last syllable.   

       Som BRE ro.  Av e NI da.	

       LU nes.  QUIN ce.	

 

#2: Words ending a consonant except N or S: 	

      Stress the last syllable.	

      Ho TEL.    Fa VOR.  Us TED.  Cam BIAR.	

 

#3: Words with accent marks:	

      Stress the accent mark.  This overrules all other rules.	

      ja BÓN	

  

 

These rules are few, simple and easy!	
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              Avoidance of Conjugation 

Learning to conjugate verbs is long process, although a commendable 
one. Since we are into short cuts, let’s just stay in the infinitive for now.	

What is an Infinite?  An infinitive is nothing more than the pure form of 
the verb (which is listed in every dictionary).  In order to use the pure 
infinitive form, there is no requirement and no other knowledge but the 
one pure form.     	

Let’s just add a few Phrases as Connectors that will serve as facilitators to 
take advantage of the infinitive.   	

Phrases as Connectors:	

It is possible.  

Is it possible?                                                	

It is possible.             Es posible.       	

Is it possible?             Es posible?	

It is necessary.          Es necesario.  	

Is it necessary?          Es necesario?	

It is time.                  Es tiempo.	

Is it time?                  Es tiempo?	

It is clear.                  Es claro.	

Is it clear?                  Es claro?	

It is acceptable.          Es aceptable.	

Is it acceptable?          Es aceptable?	

It is not acceptable.     Es no aceptable.	

Words as Connectors: 

Pronouns are very simple and pretty darn useful. 

I:        Yo	

You:    Usted	

He:      El    She:  Ella	

We:     Nosotros/Nosotras	

They:   Ellos, Ella	
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More Connectors and Facilitators: 

A connector connects time and action and place.  Connectors can also help 
us to be more polite, to be more specific and to add clarity. There are many 
easy connectors but here are a few to get us started.	

 Please               Por favor	

Tell me                       Digame	

This:                          Este	

Thank you.                 Gracias	

With much pleasure    Con mucho gusto	

Yesterday                   Ayer	

Tomorrow:                 Mañana	

OK, we now have facilitators, infinitives, pronouns, connectors and of course 
the 4005 Spanish Words We Already Know. Let’s put all five of these 
together to make excellent sentences and questions:	

Es posible para nosotros visitar este edificio?	

Now, the future tense:	

Es posible para nosotros visitar este edificio mañana?	

When the mind is used as the creator, speech becomes spontaneous, 
delightful and fun.  	

Learning and knowing are accelerated.	

There is no stress.	

When the mind is involved in perfection/thinking/fear, the ability to 
communicate becomes lessened, stress is heightened. Conversation with 
another human being is bereft of energy and becomes a stone in our 
stomachs and a tightness in our throats.	

 

Let’s create, enjoy, speak and communicate!	
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																																																							Everyday Words	

Adios                   bye 

Adobe                 adobe 

Alli         there  

Amigo/amiga       friend 

Amor         love 

Aqui         here 

Bueno                 good 

Buenos dias        good morning 

Buenos tardes       good afternoon 

Buenos noches       good evening 

Burrito        burro 

Campesino         farmer 

Dinero        money 

Ecuador        Ecuador 

Espanol        Spanish 

Familia La        family 

Grande        big 

Gracias        thank you 

Hasta la vista       until later  

Hasta luego        so long 

Hasta                   until tomorrow 

Hola         hello/hi 

Ingles         English 
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Malo         bad 

Manana        morning 

Mucho                     a lot 

No         no 

Nada         nothing 

Pasaporte        passport 

Pequeno        small 

Pronto                   soon 

Senor         Mr. 

Senora        Mrs. 

Senorita        Miss 

Si         yes 

Tal vez        perhaps 

 

These are necessary to know, but very easy to remember! 

              

 

               

 

 

 

 

 

I	  
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33 Important Verbs	

Spanish	 English	  Spanish	 English	

Hablar to talk/speak  pedir to ask/request 

Comer to eat  pensar to think/about 

Vivir to live  poder to be able to 

almorzar to eat lunch  poner to put/to place 

Cerrar to close/shut  preferir to prefer 

comprar to buy/purchase  querer to want 

conocer to know  recomendar to recommend 

Dar to give  saber to know 

deshacer to undo  salir to leave 

empezar to begin/start  ser to be 

encontrar to find/meet  servir to serve/use 

entender to understand/hear  tener to have 

Estar to be  tomar to take/drink 

Hacer to do/make  traer to bring 

Ir to go  venir to come 

mostrar to show  ver to see 

orfrecer to offer/bid    

     

These are easy, common and come in handy!	
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Specific Music Rhythms	

 

Ten years of brain-wave activity by the Tokyo researcher, Dr. Norio Owaki, 
was based on certain kinds of sound patterns that can induce alpha brain 
waves.	

That certain sound patterns can affect consciousness is no surprise to 
students of music lore.	

A specific story was told about Bach.  Count Kayserling employed Johann 
Goldberg, a musician to play on the harpsichord a composition written for 
the Count by Johann Sebastian Bach.  This was music for insomnia, for 
feeling rested and less tense.	

Kayserling was so pleased with the curative effects of this music that 
he rewarded Bach with a lavish gift of gold.  The composition has come to 
be known as “The Goldberg Variations”. Music history tells us that Bach 
designed much of his music to balance the body/mind/soul at its deepest 
levels. With this music, the body relaxed and yet the mind became alert.	

Music has been used for centuries to induce states...babies being 
lullabyed to sleep, sea chanteys and harvesting songs to ease workers 
while laboring. Eastern mystics and South American shaman have used 
music to carry them to unusual states of consciousness.	

Lozanov begin studying Bach and other composers of the 16th to the 18th 
centuries written in the same musical tradition and found that they had 
similar effects. This music-Bach, Vivaldi, Telemann, Corelli, Handel - is 
called Baroque. It was the slow (largo) movements of the Baroque 
concertos that were tested. In these slow movements, we find a potent, 
familiar rhythm ...60 beats per minute. This Baroque music has a very 
slow bass, beating like a slow human pulse.	

The body relaxes and the mind becomes alert in these simple forms of 
relaxation. Soviet psychologist, I.K. Platonov, found it was possible to just 
use a metronome beating at 60 to enable the mind to take in and hold 
more strongly.	

The effect of music in super learning is to give a “sonic massage” 
eliminating the stress of hard mental work.	
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Substitution of Music 

 

Is only Baroque music valid? Can other music be substituted? For the best 
results, the music must fix the focus of attention inwardly instead of 
outwardly.  The reverie state is highly orderly because of the highly 
structured nature of the music.  Throughout the exercise, the listener is 
always in complete control, super alert, lucid and aware of everything.	

The choice of music has nothing to do with personal tastes in music.  Very 
often when we are out of balance, we despise the very type of music which 
will heal us. This particular type of Baroque music becomes a mantra and 
is used to evoke a specific psychophysical state of relaxed concentration.	

A composer indicates the speed at which he wants each of the different           
movements or segments to be played. These indications of tempo are 
generally given in Italian. You will often see them on the different 
movements of a concerto.  	

For instance allegro indicates a tempo of around 120 - 168 beats to the 
minute, andante around 76-108, adagio from around 66 to 76, larghetto 
60 to 66 and largo 40-60 beats to the minute. Some performers and 
conductors may set a tempo somewhat faster or slower than what the 
composer indicated.  	

To check out the tempo of a recording, be sure it’s at around 60 beats a 
minute. You can check it with a metronome or against a clock with a 
second hand.  (www.metronomeonline.com	 for the beat.)	

We find the indigenous ancient music and especially the music of the 
Andes to be balancing and balanced. Other traditional music from India, 
the Middle East and the Orient could also be suitable. Most ancient music 
has the required rhythm of 60 beats a minute. The psychophysical effects 
of different rhythms, time signatures and harmonic structures determine 
the usefulness of a composition for relaxed concentration.	

There are many applications for super memory-superlearning including 
coaching children, super performance in sports, art, music, writing, super 
health and pain control.  Also, today let’s consider music for the elderly 
and for lack of clarity of thinking.	

Among the secrets from the East is learning to erase past mistakes and 
fear of failure as wel l  as learning to picture mentally the successful 
outcome of an activity.  Don’t tell your mind what you want, tell it that 
what you want you already have.	
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The music is extremely important.  If it does not have the required 
pattern, the desired altered states will not be induced.  Results will be 
poor.  The choice of music is not a personal one and has nothing to do 
with one’s personal tastes in music! 

Kirlian photographs have been made before and after listening to the 
60-cycle music.  These show the corona of light in a “before” picture 
with a shaggy diffused look. After listening to the Third Brandenburg 
Concerto, the corona becomes “classical” in structure, highly defined 
with fluted and beaded light.	

When we change our state of mind, we are changing the vibrations being 
emitted, and these changed vibrations in turn can affect everything 
around us from plants to water to people.	

The highly acclaimed Japanese scientist, Dr. Masaru Emoto, shows 
pictures of water that are transformed from toxic “dead” water into 
beautiful, exquisite crystals after being exposed to Baroque music.  His 
beautiful examples show fully the power of the music, the beat and the 
effect on life.	

Please see more: 

http://www.life-enthusiast.com/twilight/research_emoto.htm	

His DVD is so clear and beautiful showing the effects of Baroque   music 
on water… “Messages from Water”, Dr. Masuru Emoto.	

 

Super Learning is about “learning to learn”.  There is the snowball effect 
once we begin to use the technique!	
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                            Resources and References 

                                      Music List from Lozanov	

 

This is a list one might call a “Prescription”. Perhaps we can consider the 

following to be a group of music that we can always count on! 

 

Bach, J.S.	

 

Largo from Concerto in G Minor for Flute and Strings. Bach and Telemann 
Flute Concerts.	

Aria to the Goldberg Variations.	

Largo from Harpsichord Concerto in F Minor.	

Largo from Solo Harpsichord Concerto in G Minor.	

 

Corelli, A.	

 

Sarabanda from Concerto #7 in D Minor. 12 Concerti Grossi op.5.	

Preludio and Sarabanda (largos) from Concerto # 8: 12 Concerti Grossi 
op.5.	

Preludio (largo) from Concerto #9 in A Major. 12 Concerti Grossi op.5.	

Sarabunda (largo) Concerto #10 in F Major. 12 Concerti Grossi op.5.	

 

Handel, G.F.	

Largo from Concerto #1 in F. Music from the Royal Fireworks. 

Largo from Concerto #3 in D. Music from the Royal Fireworks. 

Largo from Concerto #1 in B-flat Major op.3.	
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Telemann, G.	

Largo from Double Fantasia in G Major for Harpsichord. 	

6 Fantasias for Harpsichord.	

Largo from Concerto in G Major for Viola and String Orchestra.	
 

 
Vivaldi, A.	

Largo from Winter.  The Four Seasons.	

Largo from Concerto in D Major for Guitar and Strings. Baroque Guitar 
Concerti.	

Largo from Concerto in C Major for Mandolin, Strings, Harpsichord.	

Largo from Concerto in F Major for Viola D’Amore. 3 Concertos for 
Viola D’Amor.	

Largo from Flute Concerto #4 in G Major. 6 Flute Concerti Opus 10.	

 
 
                               Other Interesting Resources	

“Psychic Discoveries behind the Iron Curtain”, Sheila Ostrander and Lynn 
Schroeder	

“SuperLearning”, Sheila Ostrander and Lynn Schroeder	

“Hindu Yoga Science of Breath”, Yogi Ramacharaka “Rhythm will 
augment the sending of thought by several hundred percent.”	

“Raja Yoga”, Yogi Ramacharaka “Raja Yoga is the science of 
concentration.”	

Superlearning Tapes are available www.superlearning.com  	

For Spanish: CD#107-1a, #107-2a, #107-3a.	

For Writing/Creativity, Body/Mind Relaxation, Mind Calming, Joy: CD #101 
a: Relaxation Routine. CD #102 a: Using the Program CD #103 a: Special 
Baroque Music.	

Theanine: This is an all natural amino acid available in health food stores. 
It has the unusual and excellent non toxic quality of bringing one into a 
state of alpha and relaxation naturally.	
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                                  How to Super Learning	

 

                                   Create Your Own Programs	

 

Preliminary exercises to practice are:	

Relaxation with Affirmations	

Mind Calming	

Joy of Learning Recall	

Breathing to a Beat	

                                      Relaxation without Music	

Use a relaxation technique such as tensing up each of the muscle groups 
from toe to head, one by one, until the entire body from toe to head is 
tensed. Hold the tension for a couple of seconds, then let a wave of 
relaxation run down the body in reverse order from head to toe. Two or 
three cycles of this wave of tension and relaxation can be done to a slow 
count of 15.	

Another technique for relaxation is mental imagery rather than the 
physical tensing and relaxing. This can be any guided imagery tape.	

After either of the relaxation techniques, choose a few of the following 
affirmations:	

Now I am achieving my goals. 	

Learning is something I hugely enjoy. 	

Learning and remembering are easy for me.  

My mind moves efficiently, effectively.	

I am supremely calm.	

Before an exam: 	

     I recognize the right answers at the right time. 	

I remember all I need to know.	

I am supremely calm and confident.	

My memory is alert, my mind is powerful.	
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                                      Mind Calming with Music	

Use a calming selection of balanced music or a guided imagery music. 

Joy of Learning Recall:	

Help your mental messages get delivered to the inner mind so that your 
instructions are carried.  Just telling your mind, “I learn easily” or “I 
remember perfectly” isn’t enough to motivate your memory to actually 
perform these things. In communicating with the inner mind, the courier 
that helps deliver the message is emotion.	

Return to some time in your life when you really felt good about a learning 
success.  Recall some experience when you got a kick out of learning or a 
moment when your memory really came through for you. It can be recent 
or a long time ago. Recall that sense of triumph you had when you 
remembered a key word that solved a difficult crossword puzzle, enjoyed 
learning something from a movie or discovered something fascinating and 
exciting in a book.	

Recapture the feeling of that successful experience. Feel the details of 
that pleasant learning experience as completely as possible. Imagine yourself 
in that situation again.  See exactly all the details.  Recall your thoughts and 
attitudes. Save the sense of eagerness and excitement you had about 
learning. Feel the pleasure of sensing your mind and memory functioning 
with ease. Hold onto that special feeling. Let it flow thru you.	

Breathing to a Beat:	

Learn to breathe in a rhythm and through this rhythmic breath control, to 
slow down body/mind rhythms. Relax with mind and body. Close your eyes 
and take a very slow, deep breath through your nose. Inhale as much air as 
you can hold. Try to take in a bit more.  Now exhale slowly.  Feel a deep 
sense of relaxation as you exhale.  Practice taking these deep breaths for a 
few moments. Distend your abdomen. Slowly exhale. Pull your abdomen in. 
Take another deep breath as much air as possible.  Hold it for a count of 3 
and exhale very slowly.  Relax. Try to inhale the air in very even and 
continuous breaths.	

Now, make your breathing rhythmic.  Inhale to a count of 4, hold to a count 
of 4, exhale to a count of 4, and pause to a count of 4.	

Inhale       2, 3, 4	

Hold          2, 3, 4	

Exhale       2, 3, 4	
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Pause        2, 3, 4	

Repeat 4 cadences.  Relax.	

This time, try to slow down your cadenced breathing even more, by 
trying a count of 6.	

 
Inhale        2, 3, 4, 5, 6	

Hold   2, 3, 4, 5, 6	

Exhale   2, 3, 4, 5, 6	

Pause   2, 3, 4, 5, 6	

Repeat 4 cadences.  Relax.	

This time, try to slow down your cadenced breathing even more, by 
trying a count of 8.	

Inhale 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8	

Hold  2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8	

Exhale  2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ,7, 8	

Pause  2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8	

Repeat 4 cadences of this rhythmic breathing pattern. This is said to 
resynchronize out of synch body/mind processes and to slow down 
body/mind rhythms. It also enhances the supply of prana (life force) in the 
body.	

                                   The Memory Session	

Super memory sessions are in two parts. First, silently read along with the 
material recited. In the second part, close your eyes and listen to the same 
material recited again, this time with the music behind it.	

Part One without Music:	

Just read the material silently as the voice recites it rhythmically. Then 
try to breathe in a rhythm on the 8 beat cycle.  The teaching voice 
pauses for 4 seconds, then recites the information during the next 4 
seconds, then pauses 4 seconds and so on. Breathe out and in during the 
silence.  Hold your breath for the 4 seconds when material is being 
delivered.	
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Part Two with Music:	

Immediately after running through the material once, put down the paper, 
dim the lights, lean back and close your eyes. Listen to the same 
material recited again but this time with music. Pay attention to what is 
being said. Breathe along with the recitation, breathing out and in during 
the silences, and easily holding your breath as the information is 
delivered.  Don’t strain.  Don’t try too hard.  Just listen to the words and 
breathe.	

Afterward:  Give yourself a little quiz after the session.  Think of this as a 
feed- back device. It is important to use the material in the next few 
days just to make it really yours.	

Remember super learning has a snowballing effect.  Don’t give up before 
trying the system for several days at least. The process of learning to 
learn, like any skill, tends to improve and become easier and easier and 
faster and faster.	

Many people who have done super memory sessions over a period of 
months find themselves developing semi-photographic memory ability, so 
that only a glance at a page is enough to learn it.	

                                            Make a Music   CD & MP3s	

Many people enjoy making their own 20-minute CDs.  The main thing is to 
use the right kind of “music to remember by”. Record at low volume so 
the music won’t overpower the text.  As an aid to pacing the 4-second 
time frames, just tap with a wooden stick every 4 seconds while recording.	

Enjoy the music and its flow and let it take you-mind, body and soul to 
perfection!	
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